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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FILTERING 
E-MAIL 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to the ?ltering of electronic mail 

(hereinafter “e-mail”). More particularly, the present inven 
tion relates to a method and apparatus by which dynamic 
?ltering techniques are applied to ?lter out unwanted e-mail 
messages at various stages of transmission across one or 
more networks. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
The rapid increase in the number of users of e-mail and 

the low cost of distributing electronic messages via the Inter 
net and other electronic communications networks has made 
marketing via the Internet an attractive medium for 
productivity, work?ow, advertising, and business and per 
sonal communication. Consequently, e-mail and Internet 
newsgroups are now frequently used as the medium for 
widespread marketing broadcasts. These unwanted mes 
sages are commonly referred to as “spam.” 

Spam is more than just an annoyance to Internet usersiit 
represents a signi?cant threat to the stability of vast numbers 
of computers and networks which comprise the Internet 
community. Internet service providers (hereinafter “ISPs”), 
online services, and corporations spend millions of dollars 
each year attempting to control spam. In fact, some spam 
distributions are so large in scope that they have the ability to 
crash large ISP and corporate servers. One of the reasons 
why spam is so pervasive is that spammers require only a 
computer, an address list and Internet access to distribute 
spam to potentially millions of Internet users. In sum, if not 
properly controlled, spam is capable of disabling signi?cant 
portions of the Internet. 

There are a number of known methods for ?ltering spam 
including Realtime Blackhole List (“RBL”) ?ltering, Open 
Relay Blocking System (“ORBS”); and Procmail rules and 
recipes. Frequently, these methods are designed to block 
spam from particular e-mail addresses from which spam is 
known to originate. For example, ?ltering methods used by 
America On Line® and Prodigy® use exclusion ?lters 
which block e-mail messages received from addresses that 
are suspected sources of spam. However, this approach is 
vulnerable to rapid changes in the source of unsolicited 
e-mail. Furthermore, because online services will generally 
not automatically block e-mail addresses from their 
members, these services are provided only if the user 
requests them. 
One additional known e-mail ?ltering techniques are 

based upon an inclusion list, such that e-mail received from 
any source other than one listed in the inclusion list is dis 
carded as junk. However, these methods require the user or 
the service provider to continually update the inclusion list 
manually because, like viruses, spam is constantly being 
modi?ed to bypass static ?lters. If the inclusion list is not 
updated regularly, the list will quickly become outdated, 
resulting in the exclusion of desired e-mail messages from 
new sources and the continued inclusion of spam from old 
sources. 

The Assignee of the present invention has developed 
improved techniques for ?ltering e-mail. Some of these tech 
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2 
niques are described in related U.S. patent applications 
entitled UNSOLICITED E-MAIL ELIMINATOR U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,999,992, and APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
CONTROLLING DELIVERY OF UNSOLICITED ELEC 
TRONIC MAIL U.S. Pat. No. 6,052,709. 

The present application sets forth additional techniques 
for ?ltering e-mail. What is needed is an improved system 
and method for dynamically updating e-mail ?lter technol 
ogy to meet the threat posed by ever-changing varieties of 
spam. In addition, what is needed is a system and method for 
?ltering e-mail which can be easily implemented by the typi 
cal e-mail user. What is also needed is an anti-spam system 
and method which can be applied without the need to 
upgrade computer systems and networks currently available. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Disclosed is a server having a processor and a memory 
coupled to the processor, the memory having stored therein 
sequences of instructions which, when executed by the 
processor, cause the processor to perform the steps of: (1) 
receiving a request to retrieve e-mail messages on behalf of a 
client; (2) retrieving one or more e-mail messages from a 
mail server on behalf of the client; and (3) ?ltering the 
e-mail messages based on one or more rules to produce one 

or more ?ltered e-mail messages. 

Also disclosed is a ?rst server having a processor and a 
memory coupled to the processor, the memory having stored 
therein sequences of instructions which, when executed by 
the processor, cause the processor to perform the steps of: 
retrieving messages from a second server on behalf of a 
client; sorting messages into two or more groups based on 
one or more rules; and forwarding messages sorted into one 
of the groups to the client. 

Also disclosed is an e-mail ?lter comprising an applica 
tion programming interface (“API”) and a plurality of rule 
handling ?lter modules adapted to interface with the API. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A better understanding of the present invention can be 
obtained from the following detailed description in conjunc 
tion with the following drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates generally a data network through which 
two clients and a server communicate. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the data network of FIG. 1 wherein an 
embodiment of the server of FIG. 1 includes an e-mail ?lter. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the data network of FIG. 1 including a 
proxy server used to ?lter e-mail. 

FIG. 4 is a signal diagram illustrating communication 
between a mail server and a client. 

FIG. 5 is a signal diagram illustrating communication 
between a client, a proxy server, and a mail server. 

FIG. 6 is a signal diagram illustrating communication 
between a client, a proxy server, and a mail server. 

FIG. 7 is one embodiment of an e-mail ?lter. 

FIG. 8 is one embodiment showing two or more user 
accounts established on a server or a proxy server. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 generally depicts a network 100 over which client 
110, client 120, and server 130 communicate. Clients 110, 
120 and mail server 130 are computers, each comprising a 
conventional processor and a memory with which software 
implementing the functionality of the present invention is 
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executed. In one embodiment, network 100 is the Internet 
and clients 110, 120 and mail server 130 communicate using 
the Well knoWn TCP/IP protocol. In this embodiment, one or 
more of the clients 110, 120 may use a modem to dial out 
over a standard telephone line to establish a communication 
channel With mail server 130 over netWork 100. 
Alternatively, clients 110, 120 or mail server 130 may con 
nect to netWork 100 using a digital T1 carrier or an ISDN 
channel. In yet another embodiment, netWork 100 is a local 
area netWork (hereinafter “LAN”) over Which clients 110, 
120 or mail server 130 communicate. 

Depending on the system con?guration, hoWever, one of 
ordinary skill in the art Will readily recogniZe from the fol 
loWing discussion that different types of mail servers, clients 
and softWare could be employed Without departing from the 
underlying principles and scope of the present invention. 
Accordingly, While the embodiment discussed beloW uses an 
Internet communication channel for communication 
betWeen clients 110, 120 and mail server 130, numerous 
other communication schemes such as a direct connection to 
mail server 130, etc., could be implemented as Well. 

The folloWing is a general description of hoW client 120 
sends e-mail to client 110. Each client 110, 120 is capable of 
executing e-mail application programs, generally illustrated 
in FIG. 1 as user agent 115 and user agent 125. User agents 
115, 125 are capable of accepting commands for composing, 
receiving, and replying to e-mail messages. E-mail user 
agents knoWn in the art include Microsoft Outlook®, Lotus 
cc:mail®, Lotus Notes®, Eudora®, Novell GroupWise® and 
Netscape Communicator®. To send an e-mail to client 110, 
client 120 provides its user agent 125 With a message and a 
destination address. The destination address uniquely identi 
?es client 110’s mailbox 140 on mail server 130. Server 130 
in this embodiment provides a message transport system 
(hereinafter “MTS”) for receiving and storing incoming 
e-mail messages in mailbox 140. E-mail is sent over the 
Internet from client 120 to mail server 130 via a TCP con 
nection to port 25. At the application level, the protocol used 
to send e-mail is usually the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(hereinafter “SMTP”). 

If client 110 is connected to the same LAN as mail server 
130, client 110’s user agent 115 may continually check mail 
box 140 (e.g., every 10 minutes) for neW e-mail messages. 
Alternatively, client 110 may need to connect to mail server 
130 by dialing out over a telephone line using a modem (i.e., 
either by dialing directly to mail server 130 or dialing out 
and connecting to mail server 130 over the Internet). This 
Would typically be the case for a home computer user Who 
has an account With an Internet Service Provider or online 

service, or a user Who must dial out to connect to his corpo 
rate LAN. 

For the purposes of the folloWing discussion, When client 
110 dials out to connect to mail server 130 to check mailbox 
140, it communicates With mail server 130 using “Post 
O?ice Protocol 3” (hereinafter “POP3”). It should be noted, 
hoWever, that different, standard and proprietary mail proto 
cols such as the Interactive Mail Access Protocol 
(hereinafter “IMAP”), the Distributed Mail System Protocol 
(hereinafter “DMSP”), X.400, and Lotus Notes may be 
implemented Without departing from the scope of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a signal diagram Which illustrates the interaction 
betWeen client 110 and mail server 130 using the POP3 pro 
tocol. The authoriZation state is comprised of user agent 115 
sending client 130 a user name and passWord (at 400 and 
410, respectively). Based on the user name and passWord, 
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4 
mail server 130 determines Whether client 130 should be 
provided access to mailbox 140. If access is permitted (i.e., 
the submitted user name and passWord are correct) mail 
server 130 responds With a positive status indicator 415. The 
session then enters the transaction state. 

In the transaction state user agent 115 sends mail server 
130 a LIST command at 420. If there is neW mail in mailbox 
140, server 130 responds to the LIST command With the 
number of neW messagesil 00 in the example (at 425). User 
agent 115 then retrieves the e-mail messages one at a time 
using a RETR command (starting at 430). Finally, after user 
agent has received all 100 messages, user agent 115 issues 
the QUIT command at 460 and the POP3 connection is ter 
minated at 465. This ?nal state is the referred to as the 
update state. During the update state mail server 130 updates 
mailbox 140 by removing all messages marked as deleted 
and releases its lock on mailbox 140. 

If client 120 previously sent an e-mail message to client 
110 as described above, client 120’s e-mail Will be one of the 
100 messages retrieved from mail server 130. HoWever, if 
client 120 is a spammer, sending client 110 an unWanted 
solicitation, client 110 Will have Wasted hard drive space, 
line access time/cost and personal time doWnloading the 
e-mail message. This ine?iciency and Waste becomes more 
signi?cant if a substantial percentage of all 100 e-mail mes 
sages stored in mailbox 140 are spam. Moreover, if client 
110 is communicating With mail server 130 through a 
modem dial-up connection (rather than over a LAN), the 
time and cost associated With doWnloading unWanted con 
tent is even more signi?cant given the current speed limita 
tions of modems (currently less than 56,000 bits/ sec) and the 
access cost of ISPs. Accordingly, it Would be bene?cial to 
provide an e-mail ?lter to remove spam from mailbox 140 
before time is Wasted doWnloading and storing it. 

FIG. 2 illustrates one method for solving this problem. 
Mail server 130 of FIG. 2 includes an e-mail ?lter module 
220, a plurality of anti-spam rules 210, mailbox 140, and a 
spam storage area 230. All incoming e-mail initially passes 
through ?lter module 220. Filter module 220 applies a set of 
rules 210 for detecting spam. Spam is then deposited in a 
spam storage area 230 While legitimate e-mail is sent 
through to mailbox 140. In an alternative embodiment, spam 
is initially stored in a mailbox and is subsequently ?ltered 
using ?lter module 220. 
As set forth in US. Pat. No. 6,052,709 entitled “APPA 

RATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING DELIV 
ERY OF UNSOLICITED E-NAIL”, rules 210 applied to 
?lter module 210 may be established based on information 
collected using “spam probes.” A spam probe is an e-mail 
address selected to make its Way onto as many spam mailing 
lists as possible. It is also selected to appear high up on 
spammers’ lists in order to receive spam mailings early in 
the mailing process (e.g., using the e-mail address 
“aardvark@aol.com” ensures relatively high placement on 
an alphabetical mailing list) herein incorporated by refer 
ence. 

Spam collected from various spam probes is then ana 
lyZed and rules 210 are established based on this analysis. 
For example, in one embodiment, source header data from 
incoming e-mail is analyZed. If the netWork address con 
tained in the source header is identi?ed as the netWork 
address of a knoWn spammer, a rule Will be established to 
?lter all incoming e-mail from this netWork address into the 
spam storage area 230. Rules 210 may also be established 
Which identify spam based on a mathematical signature 
(e.g., a checksum) of the spam e-mail body (or portions of 
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the e-mail body). Any incoming message Which contains the 
identi?ed signature Will subsequently be forwarded into the 
spam storage area 230. Rules 210 based on keyWords in the 
subject or body of spam e-mail may also be established. For 
example, all e-mails containing the tWo Words “sex” and 
“free” may be identi?ed as spam and ?ltered. In one 
embodiment, mail marked as potential spam is transferred to 
a control center Where it is inspected (e.g., by a computer 
technician) before being sent to the spam storage area 230. 

In addition, a dynamically updated inclusion list may be 
generated at server 130. The inclusion list initially screens 
e-mail header ?elds of all incoming e-mail messages. All 
messages that appear on the list are passed through to mail 
box 140. E-mail received from sources other than those on 
the inclusion list are processed by additional anti-spam rules 
210 as described herein. In one embodiment, the inclusion 
list is simply one of the plurality of rules 210 acting on ?lter 
module. In another embodiment, the inclusion list is a sepa 
rate softWare module executing on server 130. The end result 
is the same regardless of Which embodiment is used. 

E-mail Filter API 

Because spam is continuously being created and modi?ed 
by spammers, a system is needed in Which rules for ?ltering 
spam can be easily updated. In addition, an e-mail ?ltering 
system is needed Which is easily modi?ed to suit the unique 
preferences of individual e-mail users and Which can be eas 
ily adapted to run on proprietary e-mail systems. To address 
these and other issues an improved ?lter module 700 is illus 
trated in FIG. 7. The improved ?lter module 700 includes an 
anti-spam application programming interface (hereinafter 
“API”) 710 Which runs on a message transfer agent (705) or 
other components of an e-mail transmission system includ 
ing a POP3 server. As is known in the art, an API includes a 
plurality of subroutines Which can be invoked by application 
softWare (i.e., softWare Written to operate in conjunction 
With the particular API). Thus, in FIG. 7 rule handling ?lter 
modules 720, 730, 740, 750, and 760 are dynamically loaded 
into memory to meet the needs of neW ?ltering or e-mail 
processing methods. The modules interface With API 710 by 
making calls to the API’s set of prede?ned subroutines. In 
one embodiment, a portion of the API 710 subroutines and a 
set of prefabricated rule handling ?lter modules can be mar 
keted as a Software Development Kit (hereinafter “SDK”). 
This Will alloW ISPs, corporations and/or end-users to cus 
tomiZe the type of e-mail ?ltering Which they require. In 
addition, because modules 720*760 are dynamically linked, 
they may be loaded and unloaded Without having to shut 
doWn the application or reboot the system on Which the ?lter 
module is executed. 

Referring again to FIG. 7, in one embodiment, each one of 
the rule handling ?lter modules 720*760 ?lters spam based 
on different criterion. For example, ?lter module RS(A) 720 
may ?lter spam based on a speci?c keyWord search, Whereas 
?lter module RS(B) 730 may ?lter spam based on a math 
ematical signature (e.g., a checksum), RS(E) 760 may per 
form a virus check on incoming e-mail messages, and RS(C) 
740 may be an inclusion list. Other contemplated rule han 
dling ?lter modules Will ?lter e-mail based on: (1) Word or 
letter frequency analysis; (2) IP source frequency analysis; 
(3) misspelling analysis (unWanted e-mail often contains 
misspelled Words); (4) Word or letter combination analysis; 
(5) technical or legal RFC822 header compliance; and (6) 
feature extraction & analysis (e.g., based on phone numbers, 
URL’s, addresses, etc.). It should be noted that all of the rule 
handling ?lter modules described herein may be combined 
or applied over a distributed array of ?lters throughout a 
netWork. 
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6 
Referring again to FIG. 7, if a spammer makes a slight 

modi?cation to his message in order to circumvent, for 
example, the mathematical signature module RS(B) 730, the 
module can be updated to include the neW mathematical 
signature of the spammer’s modi?ed message Without 
affecting the remaining modules. Thus, an improved ?lter 
module 700 is described Which alloWs continuous, user 
speci?c modi?cations to a plurality of rule modules 
720*760. 

It should be noted that the rule-based ?ltering method and 
apparatus described herein can be implemented at virtually 
any point along the e-mail transmission path from client 120 
to server 130 to client 110. For example, on mail server 130 
an embodiment of ?lter module 700 can be located at a point 
in server 130 Where e-mail messages are transmitted to client 
110 or at a point Where the messages are received (as shoWn 
in FIG. 2). In an alternative embodiment, mail server 130 
initially stores all incoming messages in a message store and 
periodically applies ?lter 700 to all message in the message 
store. 

In addition, Client 110 can itself contain an embodiment 
of ?lter module 700. Therefore, Client 110 can apply ?lter 
module 700 periodically as described above (With reference 
to server 130) or, alternatively, can apply ?lter module 700 to 
all incoming e-mail messages. Filter module 700 can also be 
applied Within a mail relay residing on netWork 100. In sum, 
?lter module 700 may be applied at any node through Which 
e-mail messages are transmitted. 

Rule Aging and Weighting 
In another embodiment, the rules 210 used by ?lter mod 

ule 220 are continually monitored by server 130. If a rule has 
not been used to ?lter spam for a predetermined length of 
time (e. g., a month) that rule may be moved from an active to 
an inactive state and no longer applied to ?lter 220 (unless 
the type of spam for Which it Was created reappears). This 
type of rule-aging system is useful given the fact that older 
types of spam are continually replaced With neW types. If not 
removed as described above, the number of outdated rules 
Would build up an unmanageable level and ?lter module 220 
may become inef?cient at removing spam (applying numer 
ous obsolete rules to the incoming e-mail stream). 

Additionally, in one embodiment, rules applied to ?lter 
module 220 are Weighted based on one or more variables, 
including but not limited to spam content, probability of 
positive spam identi?cation, and frequency of use. For 
example, a rule Which is geared toWards screening e-mail 
messages containing sexual content (e.g., in a home Where 
children use the computer) Which ?lters e-mail based on the 
keyWords “sex” and “free” may be given a Weight value of 
10 on a scale from 1 to 10. HoWever, a rule Which screens 
e-mail based merely on the keyWord “free” may be Weighted 
With, e.g., a Weight value of 2. 

E-mail messages can also be Weighted based on the prob 
ability that the ?lter has correctly identi?ed the ?ltered 
e-mail message as spam. For example, a positive spam iden 
ti?cation under a mathematical analysis (e.g., a checksum) 
Will generally be accurate. Thus, an e-mail message identi 
?ed as spam based on a mathematical calculation Will be 
given a higher Weighted value than, for example, a keyWord 
identi?cation. 

In addition, the rules applied to ?lter module 220 may be 
additive such that it may take several rules to ?re to alloW 
?lter module 220 to decide that a message is spam. In such 
an embodiment, the relative Weights of the rules Which iden 
tify the message as spam can be added together to establish a 
cumulative Weighted value. Moreover, a ?lter module 220 in 
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this embodiment may be con?gured based on hoW aggres 
sively ?lter module 220 should screen e-mail messages. For 
example, ?lter module 220 may con?gured to screen all 
e-mail messages With a cumulative Weighted value of 6. 

Rule Prioritization Based on Usage and Detection 
Accuracy 

In one embodiment, rules have tWo Weights associated 
With them: (1) a spam Weightithis Weight indicates the 
certainty that if a rule ?res successfully against a message, 
the message is Spam and (2) a priority Weightithis Weight 
indicates the frequency of use and most recent use of a rule. 
In addition, in this embodiment tWo different priority 
Weights may be associated With a rule, a global priority 
Weight and a local priority Weight. 
Spam Weight is an arbitrary Weight chosen by a rule 

designer based on internal heuristics to re?ect the certainty 
that the rule Will correctly identify Spam. General rules, for 
example, that don’t de?nitively identify Spam but are 
designed to detect typical Spammer practices, may be pro 
vided loWer Weights that rules Which target a speci?c type of 
spam. Thus, because of their loW assigned Weight, general 
rules may need to ?re along With other rules (general or not) 
for spam to be ?ltered by ?lter module 700 (or 310, 850). 

In this embodiment, neW rules are assigned the highest 
Priority Weight. As statistics on rule usage are compiled, the 
priority Weight may change to re?ect hoW often the rule is 
used. For example, if a neW rule is generated and isn’t used 
Within a con?gured period of time, the rule’s priority Weight 
Will decrease. Similarly, if a rule has been used recently or 
frequently Within a designated interval, the priority Weight 
Will be increased. Global priority Weight re?ects a rule’s 
usage at all knoWn ?lter modules across a netWork (e.g., 
netWork 100) Whereas local priority Weight re?ects a rule’s 
usage at a speci?c node (e.g., ?lter module 310). 

The spam Weight and priority Weight of a set of rules may 
be combined mathematically to prioritiZe rules Within the 
set. In one embodiment, the spam Weight and priority Weight 
of each rule Within the set are multiplied together and the 
results of the multiplications are ordered sequentially. Those 
rules associated With numerically higher results (i.e., Which 
are used more frequently and are more likely to correctly 
identify spam) are assigned higher priorities Within the set. 

Moreover, rules assigned higher priorities Will tend to be 
executed earlier against messages applied to the ?lter mod 
ule 310, resulting in a more e?icient spam ?ltration system. 
In other Words, spam Will be identi?ed more quickly because 
rules With a higher usage frequency and detection accuracy 
Will be implemented ?rst. In addition, both the Global and 
Local Priority Weights may be multiplied With a rule’s Spam 
Weight as described above to evaluate neW orderings Within 
the set of rules. 

Proxy Server E-mail Filter 

One problem associated With the implementation of ?lter 
modules 220 and 700 as described above is that in order for 
client 110 to receive the bene?t of a server-side ?lter module 
220, it must be set up and maintained by the administrator of 
server 130. For example, if the user of client 110 belongs to 
an online serviceisay, for example, Netcom®ithat user 
Will not be able to implement a server-side ?lter if Netcom 
does not provide one. Moreover, assuming arguendo that 
Netcom offers a server-side e-mail ?lter, the user of client 
110 Will be limited to the type of ?lter offered. If the ?lter is 
merely a static ?lter, the user Will not be able to signi?cantly 
tailor it to his speci?c preferences. 
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As described above, user agent 115 executed on client 110 

alloWs client 110 to check for e-mail in mailbox 140 on mail 
server 130. E-mail user agents knoWn in the art include 
Microsoft Outlook®, Lotus cc:mail®, Lotus Notes®, Novell 
GroupWise®, Eudora®, and Netscape Communicator®. In 
order for any one of these user agents to retrieve mail from 
mailbox 140 on mail server 130, the user agent must be 
con?gured With the correct netWork address (e.g., “mail.isp 
.com” as shoWn in FIG. 3) and the correct mail protocol 
(e.g., POP3 in our example). If con?gured properly, user 
agent 115 Will initially send a user name and passWord to 
open communication With mail server 130 “mail.isp.com” 
during the POP3 authentication stage (as described in detail 
above With reference to FIG. 4). 

FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of the present system 
and method in Which a proxy server 300 is used to retrieve 
and ?lter e-mail initially stored in mailbox 140. Proxy server 
300 is comprised of a mail storage module 330, a ?lter mod 
ule 310, a spam storage area 340 and a plurality ofrules 320. 
In this embodiment, user agent can be recon?gured so that 
e-mail is no longer received directly from mailbox 140. 
Rather, e-mail Will ?rst be transferred through ?lter module 
310 in proxy server 300 to be ?ltered before being trans 
ferred to user agent 115. In one embodiment, this is accom 
plished by changing the mail server address listed in user 
agent 115 from “mail.isp.com” to the netWork address of the 
proxy server, “mail.proxy.com.” 

Thus, referring noW to FIG. 5 as Well as FIG. 3, When user 
agent 115 is executed, it initially sends its user name to 
“mail.proxy.com,” rather than “mail.isp.com” Where its 
mailbox resides (signal 505). Proxy server 300 then commu 
nicates the user name to mail server 130 on behalf of client 
110 (signal 510). Once mail server 130 responds With a posi 
tive indication (signal 515) proxy server 300 passes on the 
response to client 110 (signal 520). Client then transmits a 
passWord associated With the user name to proxy server 300. 
Once again, proxy server 300 forWards this information to 
mail server 130 on behalf of client 110 (signal 530) and 
forWards the response from mail server 130 (signal 535) on 
to client 110 (signal 540). In another embodiment, proxy 
server requests both the passWord and the user name from 
client 130 before initiating contact With mail server 130. 

Referring noW to FIG. 6, client 110 sends a LIST com 
mand to proxy server 300 (signal 602), requesting a list of 
current e-mail messages, and proxy server 300 forWards the 
command to mail server 130 (signal 604) on behalf of client 
110. In response to the list signal, mail server 130 sends a 
response to proxy server that there are currently 100 mes 
sages stored in mailbox 140 (signal 606). Proxy server then 
begins retrieving each of the 100 messages, starting With the 
RETR(1) signal 608 to retrieve message 1. Upon receiving 
message 1 (signal 610) proxy server 300 applies ?lter mod 
ule 310 to the incoming message to determine Whether mes 
sage 1 is spam or legitimate e-mail. In one embodiment, 
?lter module 310 also scans message 1 for computer viruses 
and processes message 1 accordingly. If message 1 is 
legitimate, it is stored in mail storage module 330 (to be 
subsequently transferred to client 110). HoWever, if message 
1 is spam, it is ?ltered into spam storage module 340. 
Similarly, if message 1 contains a computer virus, it can be 
?ltered into a virus storage module (not shoWn). 

In one embodiment, client 115 may send a request to 
proxy server 300 to vieW messages Which have been ?ltered 
into spam storage module 340 (or into a virus storage 
module). Client 110 can then insure that legitimate messages 
have not been inadvertently ?ltered by ?lter module 310. As 
such, in this embodiment, proxy server 300 Will store spam 
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in spam storage module 340 for a predetermined length of 
time. Alternatively, client 115 may be allocated a predeter 
mined amount of memory in spam storage module 340. 
When this memory has been ?lled up With spam, the oldest 
spam messages Will be forced out to make room for neW 
spam messages. In addition, client 110 may be periodically 
noti?ed that spam has been ?ltered into spam storage mod 
ule 340. Once client 110 has checked spam storage area 340 
to vieW messages Which have been ?ltered, the user may 
choose to redirect one or more ?ltered messages back into 
mail storage module 330 (illustrated as signal 335 of FIG. 3). 
Once this decision has been made, the user may modify one 
or more rule based ?lter modules 320 to ensure that this 
“type” of e-mail message is no longer ?ltered. 

Proxy server 300 continues to retrieve messages from 
mail server 130 one at a time (signals 612 et seq.) until the 
last message4e.g., message 100 (not illustrated in FIG. 
6)ihas been retrieved. Filter module 310 applies its set of 
rules 310 to identify spam, computer viruses or other types 
of e-mail messages and sorts the retrieved messages accord 
ingly. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3 e-mail is ?l 
tered into either spam storage module 340 or mail storage 
module 330. 

At some predetermined point in time (represented by the 
dashed line 624 in FIG. 6) client 110 Will require a response 
from proxy server 300. In one embodiment, this time period 
624 (hereinafter “timeout period”) is based on hoW long user 
agent 115 on client 110 Will Wait for a mail server response 
before timing out (and possibly issuing an error message to 
the user). In another embodiment, the timeout period 624 is 
determined by hoW long a typical user Will tolerate Waiting 
for an initial response from his/her mail server. Regardless 
of hoW the timeout period 624 is calculated, once it has been 
reached, proxy server 300 transfers all legitimate e-mail 
messages Which have been processed (i.e., messages Which 
have been identi?ed as non-spam and virus-free by ?lter 
module 310 and transferred to mail storage module 330) to 
client 110. 

In the signal diagram shoWn in FIG. 6, timeout period 624 
is reached after proxy server 300 has processed 4 of the 100 
e-mail messages from mail server 130. Of these four 
messages, messages 2 and 3 (signals 614 and 618) have been 
identi?ed as spam and transferred to spam storage area 340. 
Messages 1 and 4 (signals 610 and 622), hoWever, have been 
identi?ed as legitimate. Thus, folloWing timeout period 624, 
only legitimate messages 1 and 4 are presented to user agent 
115 in response to user agent 115’s LIST command 
(presented as messages 1 and 2). In response, client retrieves 
messages 1 and 4 (identi?ed by client 110 as messages 1 and 
2) from mail storage module 330 on proxy server 300 
(signals 627 through 633). Client 110 then sends the QUIT 
command (signal 635) and ends the e-mail retrieval session 
With proxy server 300. 

Following timeout period 624, hoWever, proxy server 300 
continues retrieving and processing the 96 e-mail messages 
remaining on mail server 130 as described above. At some 
point after proxy server has completed processing the 
remaining 96 messages, user agent 115 on client 110 sends 
another LIST command to proxy server 300, thereby 
requesting a list of current e-mail messages (signal 660). At 
this point, proxy server 300 has processed the 96 additional 
e-mail messages folloWing timeout period 624. For the pur 
poses of the folloWing discussion it Will be assumed that 1/2 
of the 96 messages processed after timeout period 624 Were 
identi?ed as spam by ?lter module 310. Thus, by the time 
client 130 sends LIST signal 660, ?lter module 310 has 
transferred 48 messages into spam storage module 340 and 
48 messages into mail storage module 330. 
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Upon receiving the LIST signal 660 from client 110, 

proxy server 300 sends a second list signal 665 to mail server 
130 to determine Whether additional e-mail messages 
addressed to client have been received at mailbox 140 since 
proxy server 300 and mail server 130 last communicated. In 
the example illustrated in FIG. 6, server 130 sends signal 
670 indicating that one additional message has been received 
during this period. Accordingly, proxy server 300 retrieves 
the additional e-mail message (signals 675 and 680) and 
determines that it is legitimate by passing it through ?lter 
module 310. Proxy server 300 then terminates communica 
tion With mail server 130 by issuing the QUIT command 
(signal 685). 

Thus, in response to client 110’s LIST command 660, 
proxy server 300 sends a response signal 690 indicating that 
49 e-mail messages are currently available, all of Which are 
legitimate e-mail messages. Client 110 Will subsequently 
proceed to retrieve each of the 49 remaining messages from 
mail storage module 330 on proxy server 300 (although 
these signals are not illustrated in the signal chart of FIG. 6). 
The end result is that client 110 only doWnloads legitimate 
e-mail and thereby conserves time, access cost, and hard 
drive space. In addition, client 110 is able to implement the 
current system and method Without modifying his ISP 
account, online service provider account or corporate mail 
server account (all of Which are represented by mail server 
130). In other Words, because proxy server 300 sends the 
user name and passWord of client 110 to mail server 130, 
mail server 130 assumes that it is client 130 connecting in to 
retrieve mail. As such, no modi?cation is required to client 
110’s account on mail server 130. 

In one embodiment, proxy server 300 Will store cleaned 
e-mail messages in mail storage module 330 even after the 
messages have been doWnloaded by client 110. This is done 
so that the messages do not have to be ?ltered a second time 
if client 110 need to access the messages again (e.g., if the 
user of client 110 attempts to check e-mail from a different 
computer). 

Referring noW to FIG. 8, in one embodiment, tWo or more 
user accounts may be established on server 130 (FIG. 2) or 
proxy server 300 (FIG. 3) such that one user revieWs the 
?ltered e-mail of another user. Thus, user 810 is assigned a 
personal mail storage area 835 Which contains e-mail mes 
sages Which have passed through ?lter module 850 (and 
have been identi?ed as legitimate). User 810 also has access 
to a personal spam storage area 840 Which contains e-mail 
messages identi?ed as spam by ?lter module 850. In 
addition, user 810 can vieW messages stored in a spam stor 
age area 828 assigned to user 820 and select (via control unit 
830) messages to pass through to user 820’s mail storage 
825. Thus, in this embodiment user 810 may be a parent Who 
sets ?lter module 850 to aggressively ?lter messages (i.e., to 
trigger at a loW threshold as described above) addressed to 
his/her child (user 820). User 810 can then revieW the mes 
sages before alloWing the child (user 820) to access the mes 
sages. Alternatively, user 810 may be a corporate netWork 
administrator revieWing ?ltered messages for an employee 
820 to determine Whether the ?ltered messages have been 
?ltered correctly. 

In another embodiment, once a particular e-mail message 
has been identi?ed as spam, only a single copy of that mes 
sage is stored in spam storage module 340, regardless of hoW 
many different e-mail users the message is addressed to. 
This technique of caching only one copy of a spam message 
in spam storage module 340 alloWs proxy server 300 to con 
serve signi?cant space in spam storage area 340 given the 
fact that spam is commonly distributed to thousands of 
e-mail users at a time. 
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One of ordinary skill in the art Will readily recognize from 
the following discussion that alternative embodiments of the 
structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed 
Without departing from the principles of the invention. 
Throughout this detailed description, numerous speci?c 
details are set forth such as speci?c mail protocols (i.e., 
POP3) and ?lter applications (e. g., spam removal) in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It 
Will be appreciated by one having ordinary skill in the art, 
hoWever, that the present invention may be practiced Without 
such speci?c details. In other instances, Well knoWn 
softWare-implemented communication techniques have not 
been described in detail in order to avoid obscuring the sub 
ject matter of the present invention. The invention should, 
therefore, be measured in terms of the claims Which folloW. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A server having a processor and a memory coupled to 

the processor, the memory having stored therein sequences 
of instructions Which, When executed by the processor, cause 
the processor to perform the steps of: 

creating at least one ?ctitious email probe email address 
selected to appear on spam email mailing lists and to 
receive sample spam email messages; 

receiving a request to retrieve e-mail messages on behalf 
of a client; 

retrieving one or more e-mail messages from a mail server 

on behalf of the client; 
?ltering the e-mail messages based on one or more rules 

to produce one or more ?ltered e-mail messages, the 
rules being dynamically established utiliZing sample 
email messages retrieved from one or more probes and 
aged based on frequency of use; and 

transferring one or more of the ?ltered e-mail messages to 
the client, While storing the e-mail messages not trans 
ferred to the client in a memory on the server. 

2. The server as claimed in claim 1 including the initial 
step of receiving a user name and a passWord from the client 
and transmitting the user name and passWord to the mail 
server on behalf of the client. 

3. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein one or more of 

the ?ltered e-mail messages are transferred to the client 
before all of the e-mail messages stored on the mail server 
have been retrieved from the mail server. 

4. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein one or more of 
the ?ltered e-mail messages are transferred to the client 
before all of the e-mail messages have been ?ltered. 

5. The server as claimed in claim 3 Wherein the server 
continues to retrieve one or more e-mail messages from the 
mail server after the client has disconnected from the server. 

6. The server as claimed in claim 4 Wherein the server 
continues to ?lter one or more of the e-mail messages after 
the client has disconnected from the server. 

7. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on information in the e-mail 
message header. 

8. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on the address from Which the 
e-mail messages originate. 

9. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on keyWords Within the e-mail 
messages. 

10. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on a mathematical signature of 
the e-mail messages. 

11. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on Whether the e-mail messages 
contains computer viruses. 
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12. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the e-mail 

messages are ?ltered based on an inclusion list. 
13. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the ?ltering 

step is performed by a ?lter module comprised of an applica 
tion programming interface (“API”) and one or more 
dynamically-linked rule modules. 

14. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the server 
monitors hoW frequently each of the rules for ?ltering the 
e-mail messages are utiliZed. 

15. The server as claimed in claim 14 Wherein the rules for 
?ltering the e-mail messages become inactive if not utiliZed 
for a predetermined period of time. 

16. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the server 
performs the step of retrieving one or more e-mail messages 
from the mail server using the Post Of?ce Protocol 3 
(“POP3”). 

17. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the server 
performs the step of retrieving one or more e-mail messages 
from the mail server using Interactive Mail Access Protocol 
(“IMAP”). 

18. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the server 
performs the step of retrieving one or more e-mail messages 
from the mail server using Distributed Mail System Protocol 
(“DMSP”). 

19. The server as claimed in claim 1 Wherein the server 
communicates With the client using a different mail protocol 
it uses to communicate With the mail server. 

20. A ?rst server having a processor and a memory 
coupled to the processor, the memory having stored therein 
sequences of instructions Which, When executed by the 
processor, cause the processor to perform the steps of: 

creating at least one ?ctitious email probe email address 
selected to appear on spam email mailing lists and to 
receive sample spam email messages; 

retrieving messages from a second server on behalf of a 

client; 
sorting messages into tWo or more groups based on one or 
more rules, the rules being dynamically established uti 
liZing sample email messages retrieved from one or 
more probes and aged based on frequency of use; and 

forWarding messages sorted into one of the groups to the 
client, While storing the messages not forWarded to the 
client in a memory on the ?rst server. 

21. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein the 
stored messages are deleted after a predetermined period of 
time. 

22. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 including the 
initial step of receiving a user name and a passWord from the 
client and transmitting the user name and passWord to the 
second server on behalf of the client. 

23. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein mes 
sages sorted into one of the groups are transferred to the 
client before all of the messages stored on the second server 
have been retrieved from the second server. 

24. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein mes 
sages sorted into one of the groups are transferred to the 
client before all of the messages have been sorted. 

25. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein the ?rst 
server continues to retrieve one or more messages from the 

second server after the client has disconnected from the ?rst 
server. 

26. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein the ?rst 
server continues to sort messages after the client has discon 
nected from the ?rst server. 

27. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein the 
rules are Weighted. 

28. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 27 Wherein the 
rules are Weighted based on the likelihood that the means for 
?ltering has accurately identi?ed the e-mail message. 
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29. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 28 Wherein if more 
than one rule identi?es the e-mail message as spam, the 
Weights of the rules identifying the e-mail message as spam 
are added together to produce a cumulative Weighted value. 

30. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 29 Wherein the 
?lter is set to ?lter e-mail messages based on a predeter 
mined cumulative Weighted value. 

31. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein the 
messages stored in the memory of the ?rst server are 
revieWed by message recipient to determine Whether the 
messages have been grouped correctly. 

32. The ?rst server as claimed in claim 20 Wherein the 
messages stored in the memory of the ?rst server are 
revieWed by a third party to determine Whether the messages 
have been grouped correctly. 

33. An e-mail ?lter comprising: 
an application programming interface (“API”); 
a plurality of rule handling ?lter modules adapted to inter 

face With the API, the plurality of rule handling ?lter 
modules adapted to ?lter e-mail messages based on one 
or more rules to produce one or more ?ltered e-mail 
messages, the ?ltered e-mail messages transferred to a 
client, the rules being dynamically established utiliZing 
sample email messages retrieved from one or more 
probes and aged based on frequency of use, Wherein 
one or more ?ctitious probes are created to appear on 
spam email mailing lists and to receive sample spam 
email messages; and 

a storage module on a server to store e-mail messages not 
transferred to the client. 

34. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 33 Wherein one of 
the plurality of rule handling ?lter modules ?lters e-mail 
messages based on a mathematical signature of the e-mail 
messages. 

35. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 34 Wherein the 
mathematical signature is a checksum. 

36. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 33 Wherein one of 
the plurality of rule handling ?lter modules ?lters e-mail 
messages based on one or more keyWords Within the e-mail 
messages. 

37. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 33 Wherein one of 
the plurality of rule handling ?lter modules ?lters e-mail 
messages based on information Within the e-mail message 
headers. 

38. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 33 Wherein one of 
the plurality of rule handling ?lter modules ?lters e-mail 
messages based on the netWork address form Which the 
e-mail messages originate. 

39. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 33 Wherein the 
rule handling ?lter modules are Weighted based on the like 
lihood that they Will accurately ?lter the e-mail messages. 

40. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 39 Wherein if 
more than one rule handling ?lter module identi?es the 
email message as spam, the Weights of the rule handling 
?lter modules identifying the e-mail message as spam are 
added together to produce a cumulative Weighted value. 

41. The e-mail ?lter as claimed in claim 39 Wherein the 
email ?lter is con?gured to ?lter e-mail messages based on a 
predetermined cumulative Weighed value. 

[42. A server having a processor and a memory coupled to 
the processor, the memory having stored therein sequences 
of instructions Which, When executed by the processor, cause 
the processor to perform the steps of: 

creating at least one ?ctitious email probe email address 
selected to appear on spam email mailing lists and to 
receive sample spam email messages; 

receiving a request to retrieve e-mail messages on behalf 
of a client; 

retrieving one or more e-mail messages from a mail server 

on behalf of the client; 
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14 
?ltering the e-mail messages based on one or more rules 

to produce one or more ?ltered e-mail messages, the 
rules being dynamically established utiliZing sample 
email messages retrieved from one or more probes and 
aged based on frequency of use; and 

transferring one or more of the ?ltered e-mail messages to 

the client, While storing the e-mail messages not trans 
ferred to the client in a memory on the server] 

[43. The server as claimed in claim 42 including the initial 
step of receiving a user name and a passWord from the client 
and transmitting the user name and passWord to the mail 
server on behalf of the client.] 

[44. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein one or 
more of the ?ltered e-mail messages are transferred to the 
client before all of the e-mail messages stored on the mail 
server have been retrieved from the mail server] 

[45. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein one or 
more of the ?ltered e-mail messages are transferred to the 
client before all of the e-mail messages have been ?ltered.] 

[46. The server as claimed in claim 45 Wherein the server 
continues to retrieve one or more e-mail messages from the 
mail server after the client has disconnected from the server] 

[47. The server as claimed in claim 46 Wherein the server 
continues to ?lter one or more of the e-mail messages after 
the client has disconnected from the server] 

[48. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on information in the e-mail 

message header] 
[49. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the e-mail 

messages are ?ltered based on the address from Which the 
e-mail messages originate.] 

[50. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on keyWords Within the e-mail 
messages.] 

[51. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on a mathematical signature of 
the e-mail messages.] 

[52. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on Whether the e-mail messages 
contains computer viruses 

[53. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the e-mail 
messages are ?ltered based on an inclusion list.] 

[54. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the ?lter 
ing step is performed by a ?lter module comprised of an 
application programming interface (“API”) and one or more 
dynamically linked rule modules.] 

[55. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the server 
monitors hoW frequently each of the rules for ?ltering the 
e-mail messages are utiliZed.] 

[56. The server as claimed in claim 55 Wherein the rules 
for ?ltering the e-mail messages become inactive if not uti 
liZed for predetermined period of time.] 

[57. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the server 
performs the step of retrieving one or more e-mail messages 
from the mail server using the Post Of?ce Protocol 3 

(“POP3”).] 
[58. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the server 

performs the step of retrieving one or more e-mail messages 
from the mail server using Interactive Mail Access Protocol 
(“IMAP”).] 

[59. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the server 
performs the step of retrieving one or more e-mail messages 
from the mail server using Distributed Mail System Protocol 
(“DMSP”).] 

[60. The server as claimed in claim 42 Wherein the server 
communicates With the client using a different mail protocol 
it uses to communicate With the mail server] 

* * * * * 


